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WHO’S WHO

Peter STANICK
The art of visual perception
SKULL
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Watch the video
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WHO’S WHO

Peter STANICK
We’d like to introduce you to Peter
Stanick, a Pittsburgh-born American
artist who gained our attention
thanks to his works that look like visual
mazes you could get lost in. Stanick has
had numerous solo exhibits in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, London,
Stockholm, Cologne, Toyko and Osaka,
and some of his works have joined the
collections of such prestigious museums

as the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York, Carnegie Museum of Art
in Pittsburgh, the Museum of Art in Osaka
and AMMA in Mexico City. Stanick lives
and works near Sarasota, Florida,
and in this interview we asked him to
tell us something about his works,
especially about why the skull
reigns supreme over all his creative,
conceptual visions.

SKULL

BY MARGHERITA BALENI
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H

ello Peter, welcome to

Tattoo Life. Your works
really struck me.

They look like geographical
maps of the mind. Is the

skull the container where

everything develops?

Hello, and thank you for this interview! I am
very happy to be a part of Tattoo Life, I find it
more interesting and cooler than the normal
art magazine. My work reflects my interest in
psychological tests, more specifically, evaluations
of perception. Since there is no right or wrong
answer, I do not attempt to make any direct
statement. Instead, I present a variety of
elements which may or may not yield results
for each individual.
I’ve defined the writing you place at the

bottom of your works as geographical maps.

What significance do they have in your work?
Mental geographical maps is a good description,
as these charts deal with human physical
variation. I concentrate on the head area which
defines the physical area of sight and brain, the
source of my evaluation of perception.

My work is normally defined as pop art.

PROFILE 2020

A few years ago, I wanted to simplify my imagery,

WDOG

works? What artistic genre did you begin with?

NEW 31

How did you come to create these kinds of
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go back to a drawing-oriented approach.

WOMAN

WHO’S WHO
My current work focuses on the simple idea
of black lines on a white surface.
Over time, the images have become more
complex and include elements that I’d never
previously envisioned.
Speaking of which, let’s talk about your

technique. How important is digital work
in what you do? I’ve seen that you have

produced some very interesting videos.
I use traditional drawing and painting tools
combined with digital applications. Digital
work is an important part, especially in the
short videos that I have produced. Rather
than define these as animations, I see
them as moving drawings. Movement is a
new element for me, it’s very useful and
interesting, and it has opened the door to
the production of NFT’s (non-fungible tokens).
In conclusion, I’d really like it if you could
guide us through one of your mazes.

To create an interesting image that questions
perception, I rely on multiple layers of colors
and shapes to create contrast.

BRAIN

Could you describe one of your works?

In one particular piece, BRAIN, I created a
stark, black and white skull which is cut open
to reveal a more colorful brain. The multiple
layers of unrelated images in the skull and
brain are intended to make it more difficult
to determine context or meaning. When these
images are animated, the contrast between
the stationary skull and the flowing brain
adds a new level of perception.

WWW.STANICK.COM - IG: @PSTANICK
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